Change the
way you work.
Whether in the office or at home,
work smarter and do more with ClearDesk.
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Personalise
your productivity
Each workplace, and each employee,
has a particular way of working. ClearDesk’s
solutions allow for this with a simple,
single-view, flexible desktop configuration.
With a single sign-on, you’re able to access
data from each of your apps where and
when you need it, and reduce time lost
logging in and out of separate apps
looking for information.

Microsoft 365 at our core
Microsoft 365 opens a world of opportunity for all
of us. We make that world your oyster.
The average worker uses 8 applications to do their
work. Studies show they lose 30 minutes a day
simply signing in and out of them!
> We make your desktop a single window into
all your Microsoft 365 applications.
> One single sign-on to access them all.
> Securely and seamlessly, across devices.
With multi-factor authentication to keep data
safe, we ensure the right people get the right
information when they need it. Every time.

Make working apart
come together.
Connect your people simply and
securely, no matter where they work.
With staff working from home, security can be a
concern. ClearDesk overcomes this in a number of
ways. multi-factor authentication ensures only the
authorised user accesses apps, while all data is secured
in transit, in the cloud and at rest. Data sovereignty is
strictly adhered to, with data staying domestic to country
of user, and all data is backed up in the cloud at all times.
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The benefits are clear
Working smarter as a business and as induvials has never been easier thanks to ClearDesk.
With an easy set up, you and your team...

Real time stats
and analytics

Security and
single sign-on

ClearDesk allows a user to build
and/or modify reports in real time.
Management can create reports for
staff to utilise quickly and easily.

Your data is secured with one
password, protected by multi-factor
authentication and single sign-on.
Access to your apps is just a click
away, allowing you and your staff to
spend more time getting the
job done.

ClearDesk saves your team time
in many ways. Having one single
sign-on means there is no down
time switching between apps.
Having everthing in one clear
view means no more time spend
searching. Easy Reporting also
leaves time better spent for
other tasks

Better business
intelligence

Make remote
working work

Complete
dashboard view

Buried behind ClearDesk’s simple
elegance is a powerful engine
that allows you to gain invaluable
business intelligence and drive
automated reporting for both the
individual and your company’s
performance.

If you’re looking for a
work-from-home solution for
your workforce, we don’t have
the answer…. we ARE the answer.
No passwords left on home
computers, no difficult navigation,
safe in the knowledge that your
data and staff are protected.

Yes, we are all busy. Yes, we want
things to be easier. But has it
really come to judging how easy
something is by how many ‘clicks
away’ it is? Well, yeah – it sorta has.
ClearDesk provides customisable
dashboards for any piece of data
buried in your applications

No VPN
Needed

> V
 PNs require users to network into your infrastructure, only
to go out again. With ClearDesk they go direct to the cloud.
> No IT overhead
> No network constraints
> No extra support
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Pick the
ClearDesk
package that
suits you.

SaaS applications are incredibly complex and getting larger.
Users often only access a couple of data points at a time, but
log in and out of applications many times a day to access the
same small set of data.
They then blend that data with single outputs from other
applications. Jumping between applications and combining
what they find in spreadsheets. No more!
With ClearDesk you can choose the package to suit you,
allowing you to use your data as much or as little as you
need. You can choose from the following three options and
scale up or down as needed:

ClearDesk Core

ClearDesk Fuse

ClearDesk Insight

Core is the entry point for
everything ClearDesk.

Fuse is our way of saying
that ClearDesk makes your
applications talk to each
other. There used to be cut
and paste, there used to be
merge tools, there even used
to be poor souls whose job it
was to enter data from one
application to another. This
is no more. ClearDesk Fuse
takes the information you need
from one application and
seamlessly adds it to another
application in one click.

Now that you have your
customised screen set up just
and all of your apps are talking
to each other – ClearDesk gets
serious with it’s Flex option.
Using the data that is fused from
your applications, you can add
it to your Company’s Platinum
Record and start delivering you
reports and dashboards.

Core greets you each morning
for your single sign-on, houses
all of your applications, makes
navigation easy, displays
your sharepoint files, brings
together your news and
social media feeds and even
has room for a digital family
photo.
Best of all, your ClearDesk
Core fits with the way you
want your work screen to
look. It is fully customizable by
drop-click.

Starting a new customer file
in Salesforce, one click and
it replicates into Xero. That
customer changes address,
no problem change it once
and its fused across all of your
apps.

Create customised reports
from anythings from sales and
productivity through to inventory
and analysis saving you and
your team time to become even
more productive.
With Flex you have all the control
and options you need to make
important decision allowing you
to make your company more
profitable

Make ClearDesk
work for you
Discover all the benefits
ClearDesk can bring to
your business.
CALL NOW – our people are ready to
discuss your needs. One 15-minute call
is all it takes to determine your best option,
now and into the future.
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